Markets Services Terms & Conditions

The following notice clarifies requirements related to AP Market Services: Grand Central Stocks, StocksExpress, and Money & Markets. These terms provide guidance on online usage limitations set by financial data providers used in these services. For more information about how you can use Money & Markets, Grand Central Stocks, StocksExpress or Financial Tools, see detail on each of those services on this Web site. If you have any questions, please contact your AP chief of bureau.

Items that AP provides to a member via the AP’s Grand Central Stocks, Stocks Express and Money & Markets print services may be used only in the authorized print newspaper publication and once-a-day digital reproduction of the newspaper made available after the print edition has been published.

- Sources of financial data may require attribution and other notices to be displayed. AP will provide members, and members shall comply, with notice of any such requirements or any other requirements pertaining to use of the data imposed by third-party financial data providers as communicated to AP on an ongoing basis.

- AP and its third party financial data providers shall retain all right, title and interest in and to any content provided as a part of these services.

- AP retains the right to modify these services at any time. In some cases, third-party vendors may require AP to terminate portions of these services. In that event, AP will provide Member with timely written notice that it intends to do so.

- All information provided by third-party financial data providers is provided on an "as is" basis for informational use only, and not for investment purposes. Neither AP nor any of the third-party financial data providers make any representations and warranties, express or implied, including without limitation, of the accuracy, timeliness, sequence, completeness, adequacy, merchantability, quality or fitness for a particular purpose of the information or provide a warranty against non-infringement. Neither AP nor its third-party financial data providers shall be liable to member or any other third party for loss of business revenue, lost profits or any punitive, indirect, consequential, special or similar damages whatsoever, whether in contract, tort or otherwise, with respect to such information, and neither AP nor its third-party financial data providers shall be liable to member or any third party arising from or relating to any use of such information, or any decision made or action taken by you or any other third party in reliance upon such information.

- With respect to Member’s use of portions of Money & Markets intended for online use, Member may present the content from these services in the primary URL associated with the AP member newspaper. Member may not permit any content to be “framed” (i.e., allow a page from a different domain to call a page from the approved online service and display such page within the calling page).

- Member shall not make the content from these services available to any other member, person, third party or affiliate for any other purpose or platform except with the express prior written permission of AP.

If you have any questions, please contact 1-800-3AP-STOX.